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The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) is monitoring 
and reporting on the progress of the recovery. The Canterbury 
Wellbeing Index tracks the progress of social recovery using 
indicators to identify emerging social trends and issues.

Why is being prepared important? 
Being resilient after a disaster is a responsibility that individuals, households, businesses, 
communities and governments share.

Individuals and households are expected to take responsibility for preparing for, responding to 
and recovering from disasters. Authorities recommend that households are prepared to look after 
themselves for at least three days or more after an emergency.1

Preparedness is considered a good indicator of community resilience.2 If people actively plan and 
prepare for protecting life and property, based on their awareness of the specific threats in their area, 
they can help their family and the wider community to re-establish stability after the event.3

Researchers have found that people are more likely to be prepared if they believe that the next 
emergency is likely to occur within 12 months. Those who believe there will not be an emergency for 
several years are much less likely to be prepared.4

How did the earthquakes affect households’ level of preparation?
Between 4 September 2010 and 7 June 2012 the residents of greater Christchurch experienced 41 
earthquakes of magnitude 5.0 or over, including four over magnitude 6.0.5 

Residents experienced power outages, loss of sewer systems, closed shops and services and 
damaged roads and public transport systems. In addition to significant support offered by government 
and non-government agencies, communities, households and individuals banded together to share 
resources, survive and even thrive in these difficult times.

It would therefore be expected that households in greater Christchurch would be more prepared after 
these earthquakes. 

The Review of the Civil Defence Emergency Management response to the 22 February Christchurch 
earthquake found that “The resilience of the Christchurch community was demonstrated by the way 
so many households were able to care for themselves and also by the way in which community 
organisations stepped up and looked after their neighbourhoods”.6

However, the review also noted that international experience has shown repeatedly that lower-income 
families struggling to survive from day to day do not have the ability to store food in advance or have 
the supplies recommended for survival.7
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What is happening now?
Preparedness is being promoted through a range of measures targeting individuals, communities and 
businesses.

A number of national campaigns have encouraged households to be prepared for an emergency. Part 
of the Earthquake Commission’s role is to educate New Zealanders about being prepared in case 
of a natural disaster. Its ‘Fix. Fasten. Don’t Forget’ preparedness campaign aims to motivate people 
to make necessary changes in their homes (such as securing chimneys, tall furniture and hot water 
cylinders) to help protect people, homes and contents if an earthquake happens.8 This campaign was 
delivered differently within Canterbury in recognition that information requirements in this region differ 
from the rest of New Zealand.

In 2015 the annual Civil Defence ‘Get Ready Get Thru’ campaign is focusing on the Great New 
Zealand ShakeOut, the national ‘drop, cover, hold drill’, which will take place on 15 October 2015. It 
aims to sign up 1.5 million people to participate nationally.9

The ‘Piece of Cake’ campaign was a collaborative project between Christchurch City Council, the 
Council’s Civil Defence Emergency Management, CERA, All Right?, Te Raranga interchurch network 
and The Neighbourhood Project, encouraging neighbours to get to know one another over a piece of 
cake on weekends in March 2014 and March 2015. 

In partnership with the Canterbury Employers’ Chamber of Commerce, Christchurch City Council’s 
Civil Defence Emergency Management has been promoting the Resilient Business website. 
Launched in 2013, the website provides tools to make it simpler for businesses to maintain continuity 
through a crisis or emergency by adopting effective resilience strategies appropriately tailored to the 
size of their business.10

What are the indicators telling us?
The extent to which households are prepared for an emergency is measured as the proportion of 
people who said their household has either:

•	 all the items needed for basic preparation (a three-day supply of food and water and a household 
emergency plan)

•	 all the items needed for better preparation (basic preparation, plus a torch, portable radio, spare 
batteries, first aid kit and essential medicines as well as food and water for three days and a 
household emergency plan)  

•	 none of the items needed for basic preparation.

Figures 1 and 2 show that Canterbury residents have become better prepared for a civil emergency 
over time, however in 2014 there was a slight decrease in preparedness. 

In 2008, basic and better levels of preparedness in Canterbury were comparable with the national 
average. However, following the 2010 and 2011earthquakes,11 the proportion of people who said their 
household was prepared for a civil emergency increased notably both locally and across the country. 
In Canterbury, the proportion of people who said their household had basic preparation increased 
from 13 per cent in 2008 to 40 per cent in 2012, but dropped to 32 per cent by 2014.   Nationally over 
the same period, the proportion of people who had the items needed for basic preparation increased 
from 14 per cent in 2008 to 22 per cent in both 2012 and 2014. 

In Canterbury, the proportion of people with an emergency plan increased from 24 per cent in 2008 
to 50 per cent in 2012 and 47 per cent in 2014. Nationally this figure increased from 24 per cent to 33 
per cent in 2012 and remained at this level for 2014. 

Cantabrians are 56 per cent more likely to be prepared in 2014 than they were in the pre-earthquake 
period of 2008 to 2010, compared with a 40 per cent increase across New Zealand.
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Figure 1: Proportion of people who said their household has all the items needed for  
basic preparation 
 

Figure 2: Proportion of people who said their household has all the items needed for 
better preparation* 
 

* Note: better preparation was not asked in 2014.

 
Cantabrians are  
56 per cent more 
likely to be prepared 
in 2015 than they were 
in the pre-earthquake 
period, compared 
with a 40 per cent 
increase across  
New Zealand.
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Figure 3 shows that the proportion of Canterbury residents who said their household has none 
of the items needed for basic preparation fell from 9 per cent in 2008 to 4 per cent in 2012, but 
increased back to 9 per cent in 2014. Based on information from 2010, households with none of the 
basic preparations tend to be renters (rather than owner-occupiers) and tend not to hold contents 
insurance.12 

Figure 3: Proportion of people who said their household has none of the items needed for  
basic preparation 
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Find out more
Find out more about the Canterbury Wellbeing Index: www.cera.govt.nz/cwi

Find out more about the New Zealand General Social Survey’s findings on household preparedness: 
www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/people_and_communities/Households/natural-disaster-how-
prepared-nzers.aspx

Find out more about how to prepare your home and your business for disasters:  
http://www.civildefence.govt.nz/get-ready/

Find out more about Civil Defence Emergency Management Group: www.cdemcanterbury.govt.nz/
Emergency-Status/

Find out more about how to be a Civil Defence volunteer in Waimakariri district:  
www.waimakariri.govt.nz/civil_defence_home/volunteer-teams.aspx

Find out more about how to be a Civil Defence volunteer in Selwyn district: 
www.selwyn.govt.nz/services/civil-defence/community-response-volunteers

Find out more about how to be a Civil Defence volunteer in Christchurch city:  
www.ccc.govt.nz/homeliving/civildefence/volunteering/index.aspx 

Find out more about the Earthquake Commission’s Fix. Fasten. Don’t Forget campaign: www.eqc.
govt.nz/fixfasten

Technical notes

Household preparedness

Data source:   New Zealand General Social Survey, Statistics NZ (NZGSS)

Data frequency:  2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014

Note: The criteria for basic preparation are a three-day supply of food and water, and a household 
emergency plan. 

The criteria for better preparation (asked until 2012) are a torch, a portable radio, spare batteries, first 
aid kit and essential medicines, as well as food and water for three days and a household emergency 
plan.

A few respondents refused to answer the question, or did not know whether their households had an 
item; they were classified as not having the items.

The NZGSS samples part of the population, so data are estimates only.

Residual responses (‘don’t know’ or ‘refuse’) have been excluded from the denominator in this 
analysis. Person weights have been applied in this analysis so figures represent the proportion of 
people who said their household was prepared for an emergency.

In two previous reports, both the New Zealand General Social Survey 2008 Fact Sheet: Natural 
disaster preparation at home and How prepared are New Zealanders for a natural disaster? (2012) 
residual responses were included in the denominator but treated as a ‘no’ and household weights 
were applied to the analysis.
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Emergency plan (2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014 NZGSS)

A household emergency plan documents a household’s preparation for natural disasters which may 
disrupt the ability of household members to communicate with each other and could affect essential 
services. It includes the following:

•	 where to shelter in an earthquake, flood or storm 

•	 how and where to meet during and after a disaster 

•	 the best place to store emergency survival items and who is responsible for checking  
essential items 

•	 what items will be needed in a getaway kit and where it will be kept 

•	 how to turn off the water, gas and electricity in the home or business 

•	 how to contact local civil defence organisations for assistance during an emergency.  
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